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Abstract

The paper presents some preliminary results on dynamic
scheduling of model predictive controllers (MPC’s). In
model predictive control, the control signal is obtained by
optimization of a cost function in each sample, and the
MPC task may experience very large variations in execu-
tion time. Unique to this application, the cost function also
offers an explicit on-line quality-of-service measure for the
task. Based on this insight, a feedback scheduling strategy
is proposed, where the scheduler allocates CPU time to the
tasks according to the current values of the cost functions.
Since the MPC algorithm is iterative, the feedback sched-
uler may also abort a task prematurely to avoid excessive
input-output latency. A case study is presented, where the
new approach is compared to conventional fixed-priority
and earliest-deadline-first scheduling.

1. Introduction

Flexible scheduling of tasks with unknown or varying exe-
cution times has attracted considerable attention in the real-
time research community during the last decade. The main
motivation has been to reduce some of the pessimism that
is inevitable when applying traditional real-time scheduling
theory to such tasks. Design based on worst-case assump-
tions would in these cases lead to under-utilization of the
computing resources. The research has resulted in a number
of general approaches such as scheduling of imprecise com-
putations [Liuet al., 1991], statistical scheduling, e.g. [Tia
et al., 1995], and value-based scheduling, e.g. [Burnset al.,
2000].

In this work, we instead take the application as the start-
ing point. Many controllers, including hybrid controllers
and model predictive controllers, exhibit large variations in
their execution time, e.g. [Årzénet al., 1999]. In this pa-
per, we will concentrate on scheduling of model predictive
controllers (MPC’s), which in the terminology of [Liuet al.,
1991] can be viewed as “milestone” tasks. In an MPC, the
control signal is determined by solving a convex optimiza-
tion problem in every sample. The result is gradually refined
for each iteration in the optimization algorithm, up to a cer-
tain bound.

The model predictive control strategy has won widespread

industrial use in recent years, e.g. [Richalet,1993]. Since
MPC is based on on-line optimization, it has traditionally
been applied to plants with slow dynamics in the process in-
dustry. Today, faster computers have allowed MPC to be ap-
plied also to plants with faster dynamics. In [Dunbaret al.,
2002], for instance, MPC is applied to high-performance
flight control experiments. The main advantages of MPC
are its ability to handle constraints and its straightforward
applicability to large, multi-variable processes.

The main problem with MPC, however, is the long and
highly varying execution time of the control algorithm.
The execution time in each sample depends on a number
of factors: the state of the plant, the current and future
reference values, the current disturbances acting on the
plant, the number of active constraints on control signals
and outputs, etc. The industrial practice has been to run the
MPC algorithm on a dedicated computer, and to decrease
the complexity of the problem so that overruns are avoided.
The problem of scheduling the MPC as a real-time task has
not been adequately studied, and scheduling of several MPC
tasks on the same computer has never been considered.

In this paper, we take a first step towards a strategy for dy-
namic scheduling of model predictive controllers. The main
idea is to use feedback from the optimization algorithms to
determine (a) when to terminate the optimization and out-
put the control signal, and (b) which of several MPC’s that
should be scheduled at a given time. One very nice feature
of MPC is that it is not onlypossibleto extract a real-world
quality-of-service measure from the controller, but the con-
trol algorithm is indeedbasedon the same measure. This
enables a very tight and natural connection between the con-
trol and the scheduling. In the paper, a simulation study is
performed, where the new approach is compared to con-
ventional fixed-priority and EDF scheduling. The results
show that large improvements in control performance can
be achieved by more dynamic scheduling.

1.1 Outline

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. An introduction
to model predictive control is given in Section 2. Section 3
discusses the concept of feedback scheduling, and also con-
trasts the current approach to some related work. Section 4
contains a case study, where an MPC for a quadruple-tank
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Figure 1 The basic principle of model predictive control.

process is investigated from a real-time perspective. Dif-
ferent scheduling approaches are compared in simulations.
Section 5 provides further discussion and possible research
directions, while Section 6 gives the conclusions.

2. Model Predictive Control

This section gives a brief overview of model predictive
control. In short, MPC is based on three main concepts:

1. Explicit use of a model to predict the output of the
controlled process at future discrete time instants,
over aprediction horizon,Hp.

2. Computation of a sequence of future control actions
over acontrol horizon, Hu, by minimizing a given
objective function, such that the predicted process
output is as close as possible to a desired reference
signal.

3. Receding horizonstrategy, so that only the first con-
trol action in the sequence is applied, the horizons are
moved towards the future and the optimization is re-
peated in next sample.

The predicted output values, denotedŷ(k + i) for i =

1; : : : ;Hp, depend on the state of the process at the current
time k (represented by a collection of past inputs and
outputs) and on the future control signalsu(k + i) for
i = 0; : : : ;Hu � 1. If Hu is chosen such thatHu < Hp,
the control signal is manipulated only within the control
horizon and remains constant afterwards, i.e.,u(k + i) =

u(k +Hu � 1) for i = Hu; : : : ;Hp � 1, see Figure 1.

The sequence of future control signalsu(k + i) for i =

0; : : : ;Hu � 1 is computed by optimizing a given cost
function. The most often used cost functions are variations
of the following quadratic function [Maciejowski, 2002]:

V (k) =

HpX

i=1

�i (r(k + i) � ŷ(k + i))
2
+

Hu�1X

i=0

�i�u(k + i)2

(1)

The first term accounts for minimizing the variance of
the process output from the reference, while the second

term represents a penalty on the control effort (related for
instance to energy). The latter term can also be expressed
by usingu itself or other filtered forms ofu, depending on
the problem. The vectors� and� define the weighting of
the output error and the control effort with respect to each
other and with respect to the prediction step.

A major feature of the MPC algorithm, and the one that has
contributed the most to its industrialacceptance, is its ability
to handleconstraints, e.g. saturations of control signals or
output signals. These constraints are naturally specified as
a part of the optimization problem. At the same time, it is
the constraints that make the optimization problem so time-
consuming to solve.

The MPC formulation above leads to a quadratic optimiza-
tion problem with linear inequality constraints. The opti-
mization theory offers strong results for such problems.
For example, if a local minimum exists, then it must also
be a global minimum. The problem is solved each sample
with respect to the control signal increments�u(k + i)

for i = 0; : : : ;Hu � 1. Only the control signalu(k) =

u(k � 1) + �u(k) is applied to the process. At the next
sampling instant, the process outputy(k + 1) is available
and the optimization and prediction is repeated with the up-
dated values according to the receding horizon principle.
The control actionu(k + 1) computed at time stepk + 1

will be generally different from the one calculated at time
stepk, since more up-to-date information about the process
is available.

3. Feedback Scheduling

Traditional hard real-time scheduling theory assumes that a
controller can be described as a periodic task with a fixed
period T , a known worst-case computation timeC, and
a hard deadlineD, such thatD = T . Many controllers
however, including hybrid controllers and model predictive
controllers, do not fit the traditional task model very well.
In particular, these controllers can exhibit very large varia-
tions in their execution time. Basing the real-time design on
worst-case assumptions can lead to very conservative de-
signs, slow sampling, and, in the end, poor control perfor-
mance. On the other hand, basing the real-time design on
average-case execution times can lead to temporary CPU
overloads and starvation of some controllers during run-
time. The result can, again, be poor control performance.

One way to handle the large variations in execution time is
to introduce feedback in the real-time system. A schematic
illustration of a general feedback scheduling system is
shown in Figure 2. The idea is to feed back the actual use of
critical resources (in our case, CPU time) to the scheduler
and to continuously adjust the tasks’ demand of resources
according to the current situation. In some cases it is also
possible to use feedforward, where the tasks can inform the
scheduler that they are about to consume more resources.

In the case of control tasks, there are two main ways
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Figure 2 A general feedback scheduling system.

to control the CPU demand. First, one can manipulate
the sampling periods of the controllers. This is possible
since a controller can typically give satisfactory, although
degraded, performance at lower sampling rates than it was
designed for. A case study on hybrid controllers where this
approach was taken was presented in [Cervin and Eker,
2000]. The feedback in this case consisted of execution-time
measurements. The control tasks could also feedforward
mode-change information to the scheduler. There was no
feedback from the actual control performance.

For model predictive controllers, being milestone tasks, it is
more natural to control the CPU demand by manipulating
the execution time of the controllers. Also, the standard
MPC formulation is based on a sampled-data description
with a constant sampling interval, and it would be very
difficult (and time-consuming) to allow on-line changes of
the sampling period. In the approach suggested in this paper,
a scheduling decision is made between each iteration of the
optimization algorithm. The feedback information consists
of the values of the cost functions of the controllers. No
feedforward is needed since the scheduling decisions are so
frequent, and since the cost functions automatically include
all relevant information, including, for instance, all known
future reference changes.

In [Stankovicet al., 1999; Luet al., 1999], a scheduling al-
gorithm that explicitly uses feedback in combination with
EDF scheduling is presented. A PID controller regulates
the deadline miss-ratio for a set of soft real-time tasks with
varying execution times, by adjusting their requested CPU
utilization. It is assumed that tasks can change their CPU
consumption by executing different versions of the same
algorithm. An admission controller is used to accommo-
date larger changes in the workload. In [Luet al., 2000]
the same approach is extended. An additional PID controller
is added that instead controls the CPU utilization. The two
controllers are combined using amin-approach. The result-
ing hybrid controller scheme, named FC-EDF2, gives good
performance both during steady-state and under transient
conditions. Although related to the work presented here,
there are important differences. In our approach the tasks
that are scheduled are controllers, controlling some physi-
cal plants. The performance, orQuality-of-Control (QoC)
is explicitly used by the feedback scheduler to optimize the
overall control performance.

u1 u2

y1 y2
Tank 1 Tank 2

Tank 3 Tank 4

Pump 1 Pump 2

Figure 3 The quadruple-tank laboratory process. From [Jo-
hansson, 2000].

4. Case Study

This section contains a case study of a model predictive con-
troller for a quadruple-tank process. The real-time proper-
ties of the controller are examined, and scheduling of first
one and then two controllers under different strategies is in-
vestigated by simulation.

4.1 The Controlled Process

The process used in the case study is the quadruple-tank
laboratory process, see Figure 3. This process was first
presented in [Johansson, 2000] and is a good example of
a multi-variable process. The goal is to control the level of
the two lower tanks,y1 andy2, using the two pumps,u1 and
u2. The flow from pump 1 is divided such that a fraction1
enters tank 1 and1 � 1 enters tank 4. Likewise, the flow
from pump 2 is divided such that a fraction2 enters tank 2
and1� 2 enters tank 3. The cross-coupling in the process
makes it hard to achieve good performance using standard
PID loops.

The process is linearized around a stationary point and
is sampled with an interval of one second. This gives a
standard discrete-time state-space model of the process to
be used as the internal model by the MPC. In the following,
y1, y2, u1, andu2 will denote deviations from the stationary
point.

4.2 Real-Time Properties

A 100 seconds simulation scenario, see Figure 4, is stud-
ied, where at time t = 30 s, a step reference change is com-
manded iny1. Also, a step load disturbance enters iny2 at
the same time. The disturbance is not modeled by the in-
ternal model described above, and will therefore make the
optimization problem harder. The reference value fory2 is
zero throughout the simulation.

The result of an ideal simulation of the simulation scenario
is given by the solid curves in Figure 4. The control perfor-
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Figure 4 Control performance of a single MPC. The solid curve represents the ideal control performance obtained by not considering the
computational delay, and letting the optimization algorithm run to termination ineach sample. If the computational time is considered deadlines are
missed and the performance degrades (dashed). Enforcing hard deadlines by aborting the optimization at the deadline gives even worse performance
(dotted). Best performance is obtained by a dynamic stop criterion (dash-dotted).
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Figure 5 Execution time measurement for the MPC algorithm
in the specific simulation scenario given by Figure 4.

mance is optimal and is obtained by letting the optimization
algorithm run to termination in each sample and setting the
computational delay to zero in the simulation.

A Java implementation of the controller was used to mea-
sure the execution time in the described scenario. The result
is shown in Figure 5. A considerable difference in execu-
tion time can be noticed between different operating con-
ditions. During steady-state operation, the required compu-
tation time is negligible, whereas during a step response it
may be considerable longer than the period of the control
task (one second). It also seen in Figure 4 that the input sig-
nalu1 operates at its constraint (4 V). The active constraint
makes the optimization problem harder and contributes to
the increase in execution time.

The varying execution times is due to the large difference
in the number of iterations required by the optimization
algorithm. In the following simulations it is assumed that
the execution time only depends on the number of iterations,
and the execution time for each iteration is set to 40 ms.

Figure 6 shows a close-up of how the objective function
(1) decreases for each iteration during one of the samples
when the execution time is long. It can be seen that the
cost function decreases monotonically but not smoothly
by each iteration, which is due to the specific method
used for the optimization. Different choices of optimization
algorithms are discussed further in Section 5.3. While the
objective function decreases with each new iteration, it is
also expected that the true cost will increase because of
the latency. This is illustrated schematically by the dashed
curve in Figure 6. This fundamental trade-off between
input-output latency and optimization will be studied in the
examples below.

4.3 Simulation Environment

The MATLAB /Simulink-based simulator TRUETIME pre-
sented in [Henrikssonet al., 2002] is used to simulate con-
troller task execution in a real-time kernel in parallel with
the continuous-time dynamics of the quadruple-tank pro-
cess. The detailed co-simulation makes it possible to study
the effect of different scheduling policies and execution sce-
narios on the control performance. The real-time simulation
environment also allows for system-level communication
between the tasks, which will be used to obtain the feedback
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Figure 6 The solid curve shows a close-up of how the objective
function (1) decreases for each iteration during a sample when
the execution time is long. It is seen that the required execution
time for full optimization is well above the period of one second.
The dashed curve illustrates the expected loss due to delay.

connection between the controller tasks and the scheduler in
the simulation of the feedback scheduling scheme.

4.4 A Single MPC Controller

To get an idea of how the input-output latency affects the
control performance, we first investigate the case of a single
MPC executing without interference from other tasks. The
MPC task is implemented using the standard task model for
periodic tasks, i.e., the task is released periodically with the
period equal to the sampling interval of the controller, in
this case one second. Furthermore the relative deadline of
the task is equal to the task period.

In each instance the task will sample the process, perform
the optimization, and finally output the computed control
signal. The control signal is actuated as soon as the task has
completed, i.e., as soon as the optimization has terminated
or been aborted. A new instance may not start to execute
until the previous instance has completed even if the task
executes longer than its period, thus missing its deadline.

If a deadline is missed, which may very well be the case
because of the long execution times, the task is immediately
released again after completion and the release time is
increased by the task period. This will make the task try
to ”catch up” to missed deadlines. This situation is studied
in a first simulation, where the optimization algorithm is
allowed to run to termination in each instance. Since the
execution time is sometimes longer than the task period,
see Figure 5, there will be considerable sampling jitter and
long delays. The result is degraded control performance, as
shown by the dashed curves in Figure 4.

An obvious alternative would be to enforce hard deadlines
by always terminating the optimization at the end of the
period. In this example, however, this turns out to render
even worse control performance, which is shown by the
dotted curves in Figure 4.

In a third attempt, a dynamic stop criterion is used, where
the optimization is terminated after at most two periods,
or when the value of the objective function is below a
certain threshold. The result is better performance, as shown
by the dash-dotted curve in Figure 4. This simulation
indicate that dynamic scheduling, where the MPC task is
sometimes allowed to miss a deadline, may give better
results than terminating the optimization at the deadline
or allowing the optimization to run to completion. It is,
however, not straightforward to determine when it is best to
abort the optimization in relation to the input-output latency.
Problems related to this are discussed in Section 5.1.

4.5 Fixed-priority Scheduling

We next consider scheduling of two MPC’s for two identical
quadruple-tank processes on the same CPU. The controllers
are implemented as synchronous periodic tasksaccording
to the task model described above. The simulation scenario
for the first controller is the same as before, whereas
the reference change and step load disturbance occur ten
seconds later for the second controller. The solid curves in
Figure 7 show the result of an ideal simulation, with full
optimization, no interference and no delay.

We first consider the situation where the tasks are sched-
uled in a priority-preemptive real-time kernel using distinct
priorities. MPC 2 is given the highest priority, and no termi-
nation of the optimization algorithms is performed in this
simulation. In addition to the delays caused by the long
execution times, MPC 1 will now also experience delay
due to preemption from the high-priority controller task.
In the time interval 40-55 s, when both processes are in
their transient phases, MPC 1 is preempted during signifi-
cant amounts of time as seen in the computer schedule in
Figure 8. The result is poor control performance as shown
in Figure 7 (dotted).

4.6 EDF Scheduling

Next, consider scheduling of the two MPC’s using earli-
est deadline first scheduling. The results are given by the
dashed curves in Figure 7, and it is seen that the perfor-
mance is not considerably improved compared to fixed-
priority scheduling. It is a well-known fact that EDF per-
forms bad during overload, where the scheduled system of-
ten will experience adomino effectin missed deadlines. The
degraded performance will in turn influence the execution
times, since the actual process output will deviate from the
predicted output. This increase in execution time will fur-
ther worsen the situation. Figure 9 shows a close-up of the
computer schedule in the interesting time interval. The re-
quired execution time decreases just before 60 seconds, and
both tasks are then running frequently to try to”catch up”
to their missed deadlines.

4.7 Feedback Scheduling

The previous simulations indicate that fixed-priority
scheduling and earliest deadline first scheduling may be
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Figure 7 Control performance when scheduling two MPC tasks for two identical quadruple-tank processes. The solid curve shows the optimal
performance, where computational delay and interference are neglected. The other curves show a comparison of control performance obtained by
fixed-priority scheduling (dotted), EDF scheduling (dashed), and feedback scheduling (dash-dotted). The introduction of the feedback scheduler,
using feedback from the cost functions, improves the control performance considerably.
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Figure 8 Close-up of the schedule under fixed-priority schedul-
ing. The low-priority controller task (MPC1) is preempted during
significant amounts of time with resulting poor control perfor-
mance.

inappropriate for scheduling of MPC tasks. The main rea-
son for this is that the relative importance of each task is
dynamic and depends on reference changes, disturbances,
etc. It is therefore impossible to do relevant off-line prior-
ity assignment and dynamic scheduling based on deadlines
alone may not be enough. A better criterion to use in a
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Figure 9 Close-up of the schedule under EDF scheduling.
Between 40 and 60 seconds both controllers consume much
computing resources and the system becomes heavily overloaded.

dynamic scheduling scheme would be the value of the
objective functions (1) for the respective controller tasks,
which offer a nice on-line quality-of-service measure.

To improve the control performance a feedback scheduler
is introduced, which uses feedback from the cost functions
to dynamically schedule the two controllers. The feedback
scheduler may abort the optimization of the controllers
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Figure 10 Close-up of the schedule under feedback scheduling.
The feedback scheduler (top) distributes the computing on a per-
iteration basis based on the values of the cost functions.

to cope with long execution times and to avoid excessive
delays. Since both controllers are designed with the same
control and prediction horizons, sampling intervals and
weighting matrices, it is straightforward to compare the
values of the respective cost functions. In other cases, some
kind of scaling of the objective functions would have been
required. This is discussed in Section 5.2.

The controllers are still implemented as synchronous peri-
odic tasks, but their execution in each instance is governed
by the feedback scheduler, which distributes computing re-
sources among the running MPC tasks. The feedback sched-
uler makes decisions on a per-iteration basis based on the
current values of the cost functions of the respective con-
trollers. The MPC with the highest cost will be given the
opportunity to perform one iteration. After the iteration the
cost function has decreased, and the feedback scheduler will
make a new decision as of which MPC to run. For stability
reasons the highest priority is to make sure that all MPC’s
have feasible solutions, i.e., solutions that fulfill the con-
straints of the optimization problem. Therefore an infeasible
solution is associated with an infinite cost.

After each iteration a decision will also be made whether
or not to abort the optimization and actuate the plant. This
decision depends on the current delay and is made for
all active MPC controllers and not only for the one that
previously executed. The logic of the feedback scheduler
is described in pseudo-code below:

LOOP
for (each active MPC controller) {

if (delay > limit) {
abort optimization and actuate plant;

}
}
determine MPC task #i with highest cost;
let MPC task #i perform one iteration;

END

The feedback scheduler and the MPC tasks communicate

and synchronize their execution using events. After each
invocation of the feedback scheduler it notifies the MPC
task that is about to run an iteration. After the iteration the
feedback scheduler is notified by another event and repeats
the procedure described above.

Simulation results when using the proposed scheme are
given by the dash-dotted curves in Figure 7. It can be
seen that the control performance has improved, especially
so for MPC controller 1. A close-up of the distribution
of computing resources in the sample between 44 and 45
seconds is shown in Figure 10. Here it is seen how the
execution is divided between the MPC tasks on a per-
iteration basis.

5. Discussion

The simulation results indicate that dynamic scheduling
based on feedback from cost functions may be a success-
ful way of dealing with the problem of limited compu-
tational time when implementing model predictive con-
trollers. However, a number of non-trivial issues have to
be addressed to be able to apply the suggested scheme in
a more general setting. Some of these are discussed below.

5.1 Computational Delay

In the MPC formulation used in this paper the computa-
tional delay was not accounted for. Standard practice is to
include a one-sample delay in the process description and
then synchronize the writing of the outputs with the read-
ing of the inputs to enforce this. The computational delay,
however, could vary from a very small fraction of the sam-
pling interval up to several sampling intervals. In the dy-
namic schemes presented in the paper, the control signal
was actuated as soon as the optimization terminated, not
to induce any unnecessary delay that degrades the perfor-
mance. Ideally, this should be combined with an adjustment
of the prediction matrices in the next sample according to
the actual delay.

Another issue is the trade-off between delay and cost during
optimization. As time goes, the cost function decreases,
but there will also be a penalty due to the input-output
delay, see Figure 6. If this penalty could be estimated (as a
function computed off-line) it could be possible to terminate
the optimization when the cost function plus the penalty
starts to increase instead of decrease. Or it could perhaps be
possible to include an additional term in the cost function
that takes the computational delay into account.

5.2 Comparing Cost Functions

When scheduling several MPC tasks, the strategy suggested
in this paper was to give priority to the controller with the
highest current value of its cost function. However, com-
paring cost functions directly may not be appropriate when
the controllers have different sampling intervals, prediction
horizons, magnitude of disturbances, etc. In those cases, it
would be necessary to scale the cost functions to obtain a



fair comparison. The scheduling could also use feedback
from the derivatives of the cost functions, as well as the rel-
ative deadlines of the different controllers.

5.3 Different QP-Solvers

There exist two major families of methods for solving
quadratic optimization problems with linear inequality con-
straints, see for example [Maciejowski, 2002]. The tradi-
tionally most used is theActive Setmethod, which was used
in the examples in this paper. In this algorithm an active
set, the set of active inequality constraints, is introduced. As
the algorithm proceeds, constraints are added and removed
from the active set until the optimal solution is found. A
drawback with this method, as seen in Figure 6, is that the
cost function may decrease very irregularly as the number
of active constraints changes. This makes it difficult to know
how close the optimum is and whether it will pay off to op-
timize further.

In recent yearsInterior Pointmethods have won widespread
use as an alternative to active set methods. Interior point
methods may be more suitable in a dynamic setting, in
that the cost typically decreases more smoothly by each
iteration. It is then easier to estimate how much it will pay
off to optimize further—the scheduler could look at the time
derivatives of the cost functions to decide which MPC that
should run.

For most optimization problems it is possible to formulate
another, often simpler problem, called thedual problem.
One property relating the original problem and its dual,
is that their respective objective functions obtain the same
value at the optimum. A particularly attractive feature of
certain interior point methods [Wright, 1997] is that the
algorithm offers an estimation of the difference between the
values of the respective objective functions at each iteration.
This is a useful feature, since it gives an indication of how
close to the optimal point the solution at hand is, and may
be used to decide whether to terminate the algorithm or
not. This could be a better indication to the scheduler of
what MPC task that needs attention than just looking at the
current cost.

As described above, premature termination of an optimiza-
tion run in one MPC may be justified in order to improve
the overall control performance. Given that the algorithm at
hand has found a feasible solution (this is considered as a
requirement), any of the algorithms may be terminated be-
fore the optimum is found. The quality of the solution is
then determined by how close to the optimum the solution
is. Potentially, this means that an interior-point method is
preferable, since it offers an estimation of how far off from
the optimal value a solution at a given iteration is.

6. Conclusions

The paper has discussed feedback scheduling of model pre-
dictive controllers, and the potential of the suggested ap-
proach has been illustrated by simulations. A case study

showed that traditional scheduling approaches, such as
fixed-priority scheduling and EDF scheduling, may be in-
appropriate for scheduling of model predictive controllers.
The proposed scheduling approach uses feedback from the
cost functions that are used explicitly in the controller al-
gorithms. The feedback scheduler may also abort a task to
reduce the input-output latency.
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